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THINK GREEN!
Stop! Observe! Miracles are happening every second of every day. Our world is
coming alive once again. The hard frozen soil is conceding to plush green grass.
The sound of birds singing replaces the cold silence of winter. Spring is a season
of renewal. It’s also a perfect time to renew our own energy.
We live in a dynamic ever-changing world, within a universe of infinite possibility.
Then why do we place limits upon others and ourselves? Our bodies, spirits and minds
are energy generating conduits to this miraculous universe. The energy we offer the
world, is exactly the energy we receive in return. Like attracts like.
Take a moment to reflect upon the periods you reached a plateau, whether in career,
education, a sport, a relationship or a hobby to name a few. We’ve all been there many
times. It’s that place where we must choose to either Think Green and grow beyond our
comfort zone or stay ripe and rot. Sorry, I know the latter is not very attractive, but it
can be summed up in the word, “complacency.”
When we “Think Green”, we are open to renewal. Far too many executives and
entrepreneurs fall off the vine, simple because they think they’ve know all there is to
learn. Complacency breeds statements like, “I don’t need anyone’s help”, “It will never
work” and “What’s the use?” We must diligently guard against the spoiling properties of
complacency, by simply “Thinking Green!”
Universal energy is a constant. No one needs to flip a seasonal switch, it just happens.
It is a circular, balanced and unbiased force. Our universe corresponds directly to the
energy we bring to the world each and every day.
In this season of renewal, it is the perfect time to “Think Green!”
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